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Introduction:
A Room for common ground negotiations
• Sustainable Development meets the needs of

present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs. But Agenda
21 principles were initially formulated on natural
resources, excluding histories of human-
environment interaction.

• Batwa ‘Pygmies’ are ‘immediate users’ of cultural
heritage resources groups. Environment is viewed
like their ‘parents’. Sustainability is maintained
through performing ritual towards forest as giving
“food”, shelter and clothing.

• Artist residence programmes are potential spaces
serving as research and development room for
joint innovations, negotiations, where communities
and sustainability meet art and market
connectedness. However, the literature on their
methodological relevance is scant.

Obscurity to Self-determination?
• Batwa are a hunter-gather community in the Congo

Basin rainforest, also known as great performing artists
and ‘dancers of God’.

• Their knowledge systems, talents and intellectual skills
remains suppressed by rhetoric of ethno racial shifts,
political imaginaries, customary law, politics of culture
and powerless self-esteem.

• Permanent subordination of Batwa by neighbouring
Bantu persists. Expansion of polities and connected
centralized institution characterized by ethnic bias,
favouritism in their own territories remain an essential
issue. National resources distribution and political
support expands to conflicts that contribute to Batwa
marginalisation.

• Batwa self-determination is also affected by flawed
global intercultural relations. The details of context are
not catered for in legal instruments application and
policy making decisions.

Solution or contradiction?

• By affording a space that create common ground
incorporation of sustainable development to cultural
heritage management domain may increase
opportunity for the participation of all parties.
Development projects that incorporate folk cultural
heritage tend to have more success rate than
intervention of specific economic, health or
education problems.

• However, often sustainable development initiatives
occur without the participation, aspirations and skills
of hunters and gatherers; identified as carriers and
custodians of cultural heritage resources.

Any time, were applicable, residence facilitators act
Ethnographic Action Research for interactive meeting
between policy and practice, where host local people
and international guest community meet to
negotiate art aspects of sustainability.

• Art cuts across boundaries. Therefore, it should not
only be considered as a source of data in
intercultural research design, but as means for
communities to reach sustainable market and
essential livelihood.

SILAMBAM’: CHARING THE BATWA’S FIRE

Fire is the soul of the community. Art expresses that
soul. Afrique Profonde Residencies create a
common ground for the marginalised Batwa artists
and artists from the rest of the world.
www.afriqueprofonde.org
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